TOSHIBA ANNOUNCES AVAILABILITY OF DYNAPAD,
WORLD’S THINNEST AND LIGHTEST 12-INCH TABLET POWERED BY WINDOWS





12-inch Windows-powered tablet measures just 6.9mm (0.27 in) thin and weighs only 1.28
pounds
Delivers precision digital inking technologies by Wacom for a truly natural handwriting
experience that feels like writing with pen on paper
Suite of Toshiba original business applications inspire creativity, productivity and collaboration
Available for pre-order starting today direct from Toshiba and at Microsoft Stores in late January
for $569.99 MSRP

LAS VEGAS – CONSUMER ELECTRONICS SHOW – January 5, 2016 – Toshiba’s Digital Products Division
(DPD), a division of Toshiba America Information Systems, Inc., today announced the availability of
dynaPad™, a light and powerful tablet powered by Windows 10 and engineered to deliver the natural
feel of pen to paper so you can work and create freely.
“Precision digital inking technology is the next frontier of truly personal computing,” said Philip Osako,
senior director of product marketing, Toshiba America Information Systems, Inc., Digital Products
Division. “Advances in engineering and pen technology have enabled us to create an amazingly thin and
light tablet that’s ideal for instant creativity while also offering the versatility to immediately transition
to a clamshell form factor for productivity. Toshiba dynaPad is the ultimate digital notebook.”
Remarkably Accurate Pen Experience
Built with professional-grade digital inking technologies by Wacom®, Toshiba’s exclusive Active
Electrostatics (ES) TruPen™ with Wacom® Feel delivers pen precision and accuracy, so note-taking,
sketching and drawing feels like writing with pen on paper.Ideal for designers, artists and note-takers, it
is also great for highlighting and writing notes directly on webpages through the annotating features in
the Microsoft Edge browser. Featuring a sophisticated metal design, this fine-tip digitizer pen supports
2,048 levels of pressure sensitivity and writing or drawing capabilities from extreme angles with virtually
no latency. And because the pen is battery-powered, it can last for more than 1,000 hours so there is no
need to carry a separate charging connector.
“Our Active ES solution continues to deliver a best-in-class writing and drawing experience on tablets
like the Toshiba dynaPad,” said Masahiko Yamada, president and CEO of Wacom Ltd. “Toshiba’s TruPen
stylus delivers unprecedented accuracy and speed and allows users to create intricate details, just like
they would with a pen or pencil on paper.”
Dynamic Full HD Display Precision Engineered for Handwriting
Toshiba dynaPad features a 12-inch Full HD+ (1920x1280) TruBrite® display1 remastered for
handwriting. To achieve a digital canvas that best replicates the natural feel of pen to paper, Toshiba
bonds two sheets of high-quality glass with a metal mesh sensor and incorporates Corning’s Gorilla Glass
3 with Native Damage Resistance™, plus an anti-fingerprint coating to deliver a sturdy surface that
accepts fine lines and pressure-sensitive strokes – all while delivering a crystal clear 2 million pixelperfect view.

The World’s Lightest 12-inch Windows Tablet
The innovative slim and lightweight design of dynaPad – 6.9mm thin and 1.28 pounds2 – makes dynaPad
the world’s lightest 12-inch tablet that is powered by Windows3. Sized to mimic a traditional A4 paper
size, dynaPad’s design complements the large display area with a carbon fiber housing and a
sophisticated, rubberized finish to give it a solid feel in hand, while reducing flex.
The device also offers an optional ultra-thin, full-size keyboard with a 19mm pitch and 1.5mm stroke for
easier typing and a well-sized touchpad ideal for Windows navigation. Attached by magnets, users can
quickly convert the tablet to a clamshell laptop for productivity applications. The TruPen neatly attaches
to the side of the tablet.
“Toshiba’s dynaPad is a great example of a device that highlights how Windows 10 can help people do
great things,” said Peter Han, vice president of Worldwide OEM Marketing, Microsoft Corp. “Toshiba’s
TruPen with Wacom Feel technology is fantastic for taking notes and highlighting on webpages in the
Microsoft Edge browser and the detachable keyboard combined with Continuum on Windows 10
enables you to use it as a tablet or laptop.”
Toshiba’s Suite of Original Apps Designed for the Way You Work
The dynaPad also includes updated versions of Toshiba’s exclusive suite of original business applications
that enable users to easily collect, organize and share notes, images and files and integrate them
seamlessly with Microsoft Office. The suite includes:
 TruNote™: A simple, yet powerful handwriting app lets you effortlessly take lecture or meeting
notes, create detailed hand drawings, search handwritten messages4, manage multiple
notebooks and more. Smart settings allow for left- or right-handed use to maintain a normal
writing style.
 TruCapture™: Easily capture images and text from whiteboards, textbooks, newspapers and
more, at any angle for simple importing into presentations and sharing.
 TruRecorder™: A powerful voice recording application for meetings, lectures and interviews that
can recognize the speaker’s voice for easy playback.
 TruNote Clip: Easily capture screen clips and mark them up for easy sharing.
 TruNote Share: Turn the tablet into a real-time whiteboard that can be shared with up to 40
people.
Performance for Creativity and Productivity
The tablet features the Intel® Atom™ x5 Z8300 processor5 with up to 4GB of RAM6 and up to 64GB of
flash storage7 delivering snappy performance for navigating Windows 10, using apps and getting work
done. Offering a range of connectivity options, dynaPad includes two Micro USB 2.0 ports, a microSD
card slot that supports up to 128GB cards and a Micro HDMI® port for connecting to external devices. In
addition, the device includes ultrafast 802.11ac Wi-Fi® and Bluetooth as well as a 2MP front-facing
camera and dual-array TruTalk™ mics for video chatting and an 8MP rear camera with auto-focus.
Pricing & Availability
Toshiba dynaPad is vailable today for pre-order starting today direct from Toshiba at toshiba.com/us
and at Microsoft Stores in late January for $569.99 MSRP.
Image Gallery: http://bit.ly/ToshibadynaPad
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Connect with Toshiba on Facebook at www.facebook.com/ToshibaUSA, on Twitter at
twitter.com/ToshibaUSA, and on YouTube at youtube.com/ToshibaUS.
About Toshiba America Information Systems, Inc. (TAIS)
Headquartered in Irvine, Calif., TAIS is comprised of five business units: Business Solutions Division, Digital Products Division,
Imaging Systems Division, Telecommunication Systems Division and Industrial Solutions & Services Division. Together, these
divisions provide digital products, services and solutions, including award-winning notebook computers, tablets, branded
storage products, digital display solutions and cloud services; imaging products for the security, medical and manufacturing
markets; IP business telephone systems with unified communications, collaboration and mobility applications; and IoT solution
development, data analytics and IT services. TAIS provides sales, marketing and services for its wide range of products in the
United States and Latin America. TAIS is an independent operating company owned by Toshiba America, Inc., a subsidiary of
Toshiba Corporation. For more information on TAIS visit us.toshiba.com.
About Toshiba Corporation
Toshiba Corporation, a Fortune Global 500 company, channels world-class capabilities in advanced electronic and electrical
product and systems into five strategic business domains: Energy & Infrastructure, Community Solutions, Healthcare Systems &
Services, Electronic Devices & Components, and Lifestyles Products & Services. Guided by the principles of The Basic
Commitment of the Toshiba Group, “Committed to People, Committed to the Future,” Toshiba promotes global operations and
is contributing to the realization of a world where generations to come can live better lives. Founded in Tokyo in 1875, today’s
Toshiba is at the heart of a global network of over 580 consolidated companies employing 199,000 people worldwide, with
annual sales surpassing 6.6 trillion yen (US$55 billion). To find out more about Toshiba, visit www.toshiba.co.jp/index.htm
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Display. Any small bright dots that may appear on your display are an intrinsic characteristic of the thin film transistors manufacturing
technology. See Display Legal Footnote at www.info.toshiba.com
2
Weight. Weight may vary. See Weight Legal Footnote at www.info.toshiba.com
3 Based on Toshiba’s research as of November 18, 2015.
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Handwriting search functionality is powered by MyScript®
5 Processor. CPU performance may vary. See Processor Legal Footnote at www.info.toshiba.com
6 Memory. Memory size may vary. See Memory Legal Footnote at www.info.toshiba.com
7 Flash Memory Capacity. Drive capacity may vary. One Gigabyte (GB) means 109 = 1,000,000,000 bytes using powers of 10. See Solid State
Drive Capacity Legal Footnote at www.info.toshiba.com
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